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Alongside its devastating humanitarian impact, the war in Ukraine is triggering a chain of
consequences that have reverberated across financial markets and significantly added to
the uncertainties weighing on the global economy.
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These figures refer to past performance, which isn’t a reliable indicator of future returns.
There was a short-lived rush to buy ‘safe haven’ government
bonds when the war first began. But overall, investors have
been preoccupied by high, and rising, inflation.
Because inflation eats into bonds’ fixed returns, government
bond yields rose sharply during the quarter (bond yields and
prices move in opposite directions). Indeed, the US Treasury
market experienced one of its toughest quarters on record: the
yield on 10-year US Treasuries began the quarter at 1.51% and
had reached 2.35% by its end. The yield on 10-year gilts surged
too, up from 0.97% at the start of the quarter to 1.61% by its end.
Adding to the pain for investors, corporate debt also came
under intense pressure. Credit spreads — the extra yield (or
spread) offered relative to government bonds for taking on
default risks — widened significantly amid worries that higher
inflation and lower growth could make it harder for borrowers
to repay their debts. The iTraxx European Crossover Index
began the quarter at 242 basis points (bps) and had widened
to 339bps by its end.

The inflation and growth outlook
Before Russia’s invasion, the world’s big central banks had
made it clear they planned to wind down emergency monetary
policies more quickly and aggressively than investors had
initially expected to try to stem the rising tide of inflation driven
by post-pandemic reopening. The Bank of England (BoE) was
first to kick the process off, increasing rates in late 2021 and then
again in February and March. Then the US Federal Reserve (Fed)
lifted rates for the first time since 2018 in March. Markets are
expecting at least seven further US rate rises this year. The BoE
sounded a bit more cautious at its most recent policy-setting
meeting, explaining it was worried about the growth outlook
following the invasion of Ukraine. But BoE policymakers still
believe that further rate hikes are warranted so UK rates are
likely to rise further in the near term, especially if inflation
continues to increase.
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Central banks can address the demand-side drivers of inflation
by trying to curb consumption by raising borrowing costs.
But they can’t do much when it comes to inflation caused by
curtailed supplies of goods and services. The war in Ukraine
triggered a supply-side shock because it threatens to cut Russian
energy and other vital Russian and Ukrainian resources out of
global supply chains. This sent energy prices on a truly wild
ride. And the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation reported
that global food prices hit a record high in March as the war hit
global supplies of grains and vegetable oils. Because central
bank policy can’t counter the impact of these new waves of
inflation, the war has increased the risk that inflation goes even
higher still. At the same time, it’s increased the chance that
global growth disappoints as higher prices squeeze businesses
and households.
What’s the US yield curve telling us?
At the start of the year, it seemed inconceivable that anyone
would be worried about a looming recession. But even before
the war began, economic growth was beginning to lose a bit
of momentum and consumer and business confidence were
dented by higher costs. The UK has been right in the eye of the
storm given the huge cost of living squeeze exerted by April’s
whopping 54% increase in the cap on domestic energy prices
and the simultaneous hike in national insurance contributions.
Meanwhile, a closely watched recession indicator — the US
Treasury yield curve — has flashed red on the other side of the
pond. Typically, the yield on bonds increases with the time to
maturity. That’s because there’s more time for things to go wrong
before you get your money back, so you want a higher return
for longer-dated bonds to compensate. A two-year bond should
yield less than a 10-year bond. But, right at the end of quarter, the
two-year US Treasury yield rose above that of 10-year Treasuries —
or ‘the curve inverted’ — for the first time since 2019.
When yield curves invert, they typically spell trouble ahead
for longer-term economic prospects: that’s because shorterterm two-year yields move with interest rate expectations,
while the 10-year yield moves in line with inflation and growth
expectations. Yield curve inversion seems to be telling us that
investors think Fed efforts to tame inflation with rate rises will
stall economic growth. Inversions have preceded every US
recession for the last 50 years. Some think it’s a less reliable
warning sign nowadays and the downturns predicted by past
inversions have often taken quite a while to arrive.

Keeping duration down and sticking with carry
The question now is whether we agree with current market
pricing. Markets imply that the current spike in inflation and
interest rates will eventually subside and be followed — at
some point — by an economic downturn. But there are huge
uncertainties over how much further the current inflation shock
has to run and how GDP growth will hold up.
In the run-up to the invasion and soon after it, we traded in
and out of UK government gilts, including the Treasury 1½%
2047 and 1% 2032 bonds. We bought them to benefit from their
‘safe haven’ characteristics as investors became more dubious
about taking risks, and sold them again when immediate
concerns eased.
Ahead of the invasion, we sold emerging market bond funds
with exposure to either Russia or Ukraine, including the
Ashmore Emerging Markets Short Duration and the Eaton
Vance Emerging Markets Debt Opportunities funds. Soon
after, we also sold the Muzinich Emerging Markets Short
Duration Fund.
Focusing long term in short-term turbulence
When markets turn very volatile, as they did last quarter, it’s
easy to get panicked. We don’t join short-term selling (or buying)
stampedes just because that’s what lots of other people are
doing. We tune out market noise and instead stay focused
on opportunities we believe will benefit our fund’s long-term
return and income. This can be painful in the short term. But
we’ve learned that it’s critical to stay disciplined and rational in
turbulent times and to focus on long-term convictions rather
than immediate uncertainties.
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